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Part 1: Statistical Information

The distributions of grades awarded in the May 2011 session are given in Table 1.

GRADE A B C D E F Abs Total
Number 84 138 160 112 77 32 42 645

% of Total 13.02 21.4 24.81 17.36 11.94 4.96 6.51 100

Paper 1

Question 1: Speciation 
1.1 A number of candidates did not quote the correct answer but erroneously referred to the typical Maltese climate 
or factors such as proximity to the sea or availability of water on Malta as causing the changes in the populations. 
Essentially, although climate may have contributed to changes, the main factor is geographical isolation and 
insularity.

1.2 The majority of candidates gave a correct answer. However incorrect answers such as hybridisation were also 
given.

1.3 Candidates often referred to allopatric speciation, alluding to the formation of a different species between Malta 
and Tuscany. 

1.4 The direct reference to absence of significant selective pressures appears to have been ignored in a number of 
cases, thus quoting predator-prey relationships, climatic factors, and natural disasters in the answers. This was the 
major shortcoming of a number of candidates.  On the other hand, answers such as ‘genetic drift’, ‘mutations’ and 
‘hybridisation’ were also given and considered correct.

1.5 The majority of candidates argued that in larger populations, the proportion of mutations/ hybridisation is larger 
and therefore the population will be affected more than a smaller population. The answer is however different. 
Similarly a number of candidates directly referred to large population sizes affecting the selection pressures, 
whereas the question referred to divergence from parent populations in the absence of any selection pressures.

Question 2:  Meiosis 
Question 2.1 was mostly answered correctly, however, a substantial portion of candidates answered Q2.2 
incorrectly – an example of an incorrect answer was that this mechanism is used to avoid polyploidy. 

Question 3: Taxonomy
3.1 The answer denoting the formation of a definite ‘head end’ or ‘anterior end’ of an organism was given in the 
majority of cases.

3.2 Candidates often referred to:  formation of metameric segments, ii. formation of cephalothorax in arachnids. In 
essence this is the specialisation of body segments in animals, particularly arthropods, also including fusion of 
segments, into distinct body regions according to function. 
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3.3 Although the majority of candidates gave a correct answer, a number of candidates referred to a body plan 
which can be divided into an infinite number of times, whereas the term ‘several’ may have been more appropriate, 
or else a spherical body plan.

3.4 Many candidates scored poorly in this sub-question. A number of candidates referred to bilateral symmetry or a 
‘special form of radial symmetry in which organisms can be subdivided in more than one plane’. 
  
3.5 The majority of candidates gave a correct answer, although reference should have been made to multiples of 
five rather than simply five planes of symmetry. 

In questions 3.6 and 3.7, candidates often simply referred to ‘two/three body layers’. The entire definition or 
explanation of these terms was mostly omitted.

Question 4: The eye 
Question 4.1 was mostly answered correctly. In questions 4.2 and 4.3, candidates sometimes confused the 
respective roles of rods and cones. Some candidates also misinterpreted the term “sensitivity to light” to mean that 
the cell works better in light. In question 4.4, most candidates did not mention the presence of three different cones 
or pigments, but rather stated that this is the ability to see in three colours. In addition, a few candidates thought 
trichromacy refers to the ability to view images in 3D, and repeated this error in question 4.5. However most 
candidates did manage to obtain at least two out of three marks in question 4.5 (full marks were often not obtained 
owing to the lack of sufficient detail).  Very few candidates obtained full marks for question 4.6, due to omission of 
the key steps in the process. 

Question 5: The kidney
Most candidates answered question 5.1 correctly. In question 5.2, candidates very often did not give aldosterone as 
the correct answer – common wrong answers were adrenaline and ACTH. However the part of the table concerning 
ADH was mostly answered at least partially correctly, although “pituitary” was often given instead of “posterior 
pituitary” or “hypothalamus”.  Candidates also mostly answered question 5.3 correctly.

Question 6: Enzyme action
6.1 Candidates often referred to the range of 35oC to 45 oC, which is correct- however reference to 35oC to 55 oC is 
incorrect due to denaturation at temperatures higher than 45 oC.  Candidates gave the correct answer for 6.2-
however some candidates referred to ‘killing’ of enzymes, which is a major error particularly at this level.  
Candidates often gave a correct answer for this question. However in general the link between isozymes and 
extension of the environmental range was not made.

Question 7: Genetics
The vast majority of candidates did not answer question 7.1 correctly, indicating simply that DNA was the basis for 
heredity. Question 7.2 was however almost universally correctly answered. The quality of the answers to questions 
7.3 to 7.7 varied markedly among candidates, with different candidates giving answers ranging from very detailed 
and correct to scant or incorrect answers. A common problem was the confusion of the terms “exon” and “intron”, 
and candidates sometimes confused “exon” with “axon”. Some candidates also suggested that the term “anti-
codon” referred to “stop codon”.

Question 8: Uptake of water by plants
In question 8.1, reference to the increase in surface area for further absorption was made by the majority of 
candidates. Similarly, questions 8.2 to 8.4 were generally answered correctly.  Candidates generally described the 
process required by Q8.5 correctly. However, direct reference to water/solute potential and root pressure was often 
missing, particularly the latter process. In fact answers generally omitted the importance of root pressure as created 
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through the active transport of mineral nutrient ions into the root xylem. In general, it appeared candidates had a 
good grasp of the subject but did not clearly keep to the point of the question.

Question 9: Nutrition
Question 9 was answered correctly by nearly all candidates, showing a good grasp of the subject in question. The 
table in question 9.1 was usually completed correctly- in some instances CCK and secretin were confused with 
each other.

As regards Question 9.2 the majority of candidates once again gave a correct and detailed answer. A few candidates 
however confused herbivores with carnivores. It therefore appears throughout the paper that basic definitions 
should be given more importance.

Paper 2

Section A

Question 1: comprehension exercise

Broady speaking, the first four questions of Question 1 elicited correct responses of varying degrees of accuracy. 
Most candidates could correctly define what an insectivore is. Equally well, most candidates knew what a ‘new 
strain of disease’ is. Many correctly identified a weakened immune system as the cause of higher incidences of 
leprosy in the elderly.  Answers  to question 1.4 were rather variable due to the way that candidates expressed 
themselves.   Fewer candidates gave a correct answer to question 1.5, namely that individuals suffering from 
leprosy may be more vulnerable to predation.  Question 1.6 indicated that most candidates still did not achieve a 
clear and accurate understanding of how leprosy is manifest in certain individuals and not others. Clearly, despite 
reading the text, some candidates still erroneously think that leprosy is purely a contagious infectious disease. 
Others think that it is purely inherited through strict and simple Mendelian monohybrid inheritance.  The last three 
questions, again elicited sufficiently adequate responses from most candidates. It is clear that some have a vague 
appreciation of the various genomic tools that can be used in advanced genetic research.

Section B
Once again, this section of the exam proved to be widely accessible. Throughout the years it has become common 
knowledge that essays requiring  ‘comparison and contrast’ or a ‘discussion’ are the most weakly answered. 

Question 2: Hormones and Enzymes (Response rate: 57%)
Typically, in such essays much emphasis is given to the description of individual parts with little importance being 
given to the command key words.   In the light of this many candidates answering question 2 gave meticuluosly 
detailed descriptions of enzymes, a scantier description of hormones, due to time constraints, with little regard 
being given to the ‘compare and contrast part’ which effectively was the essence of the entire essay. 

Question 3: Photosynthesis (Response rate: 77%)
Again, in essay 3 about photosynthesis, many candidates gave very detailed descriptions of the mechanism and the 
process of photosynthesis, while totally disregarding the title of the essay.

Question 4: Supporting tissue in plants (Response rate: 41%)
Essay 4 was perhaps the best answered essay. This involved a very straight-forward type of answer. Local 
candidates seem to excel at recollecting facts and detail. The most obvious limitation to this essay were the poor 
drawings produced by certain candidates. Although no 3–dimensional diagrams were expected, clear and well-
labelled biological diagrams constitute a fundamental part of this type of essay.
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Question 5: Habitats of the Maltese Islands (Response rate: 25%)
Answers to Essay 5, were very disappointing. Although a very straight-forward essay,  it was alarming to see that 
candidates are better at reciting abstract concepts from a book than giving a detailed description of the major 
vegetation types by which they are surrounded daily! Many wrote no more than  a few scant and sometimes 
mistaken paragraphs. Perhaps a re-evaluation of the importance of keeping biology teaching pertinent to our daily 
lives is in need. 

Section C
Once again, Question 6 (Response rate: 72%) and Question 7 (Response rate: 28%) elicited a number of responses 
of varying degrees of accuracy. Generally speaking, the majority of candidates knew the answers but were limited 
by the lack of detailed knowledge and the poor command of good English. Candidates choosing question 6 fared 
very well with an average mark of 20 being attained. Responses to question 7 were equally pleasing.

Paper 3

Question 1: Population size and diversity
Most candidates answered most of this question correctly, suggesting that they were significantly knowledgeable 
about the subject.  Most errors noted were only mathematical errors.

Q1.1: Most candidates answered this question successfully.  Nonetheless, some candidates did not multiply the 
quadrat area by the number of quadrats (10), hence resulting in an incorrect answer.

Q1.2: Most candidates showed good and correct reasoning in their answer to this question.

Q1.3: Most candidates got the correct values, but some failed to provide the correct value for D due to 
mathematical (summation) errors.  Another error which was noted in few answers was the misunderstanding that 
the Reciprocal Index of Diversity is actually 1/D rather than D, even though the formula was specified.

Q1.4: Most candidates gave the correct answer.  Most of the candidates who answered this question incorrectly 
gave zero as an answer, arguing that since there is only one species, no diversity is present.

Q1.5: Most candidates gave the wrong answer to this question, by calculating the relative abundance rather than 
the approximate population size.

Question 2: Identification of specimens
As a general note candidates gained many marks from this question and full marks were awarded to most 
candidates.  Incorrect answers were mainly given to Figure 1 (Scyphozoa) and 2 (Oligochaetae).  Moreover, a 
substantial number of candidates confused phylum with subphylum and class with subclass.  However, if the 
subclass or subphylum given were the correct ones, the answer was considered to be correct.

Question 3: Floral formulae
Based on the candidates’ performance, this was the most difficult question.  It was evident that a substantial 
number of candidates had mixed ideas on the topic, especially with regards to floral formulae and diagrams.  Some 
candidates did not attempt this part of the question at all.  Lack of proportionality in drawings and 
incorrect/incomplete labelling were also an issue.

Q3.1: Most candidates answered this question correctly, but a substantial number of candidates gave either the 
right form (actinomorphic) and completely the wrong reason (such as bilateral symmetry), or vice versa.  This 
suggested that a number of candidates either confused the definition of terms, or else were unable to determine the 
form of the flower provided in Figures 9 and 10. 

Q3.2: Most candidates (irrespective of their answer to Q3.1) answered this question correctly.
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Q3.3:
Floral formula
Most candidates did not manage to give the complete correct formula.  The majority of these gave the wrong 
symbols but the correct numbering.  The symbol for radial symmetry was either missing or else incorrect.  A 
number of candidates did not attempt this part of the question at all.  However a number of candidates did manage 
to answer this question correctly.

Floral Diagram
Most candidates attempted this question, and most of them did gain marks, even if not the full marks.  This is due 
to the fact that the majority of the candidates who attempted this question did manage to at least present the correct 
whorls, even if not in the correct order or number.  However, some candidates did not attempt this question at all, 
while others misunderstood the question and drew a labelled diagram instead.   

Q3.4
Most candidates did gain marks from this question but lack of proportionality and neatness, and incorrect labelling
were an issue in a substantial number of cases. In this regard, the majority of candidates failed to gain the full 
marks in this.

Question 4: Food tests
As a general note, most candidates showed good understanding of this question and most of them were 
significantly knowledgeable about the food tests in question.  However, in some cases, it was evident that while 
some candidates knew the concepts really well they were unable to express them properly in writing.

Q4.1
The majority of candidates answered this question correctly.  However a substantial number of candidates stated 
that the Benedict’s Test is used to identify the presence of carbohydrates; failing to point out that this test is 
specifically used for reducing sugars.

Q4.2
The majority of candidates answered this question correctly, however in some cases it was quite a task to fully 
understand what the candidates were trying to communicate.  A number of candidates seemed to confuse enzyme 
identity with the components of food sample.  They were giving answers such as ‘grease-spot test was negative, 
indicating that the enzyme is not a lipid’ or ‘does not contain lipids’.  In such cases some marks were given for the 
fact that the candidates knew that ‘no translucence in filter paper’ shows a ‘negative’ result and that ‘grease-spot 
test’ is a test for lipids.  A few candidates misunderstood the question and replied by outlining the methods used to 
carry out the different tests.

Q4.3
The majority of candidates did identify Enzyme A as being amylase.  However in some cases the reasoning behind 
this correct answer was flawed or incorrect, suggesting that these candidates did not fully understand the difference 
between reducing and non-reducing sugars.  A few candidates identified Enzyme A as being maltase, and provided 
the incorrect reasoning that ‘maltase broke down maltose (present in the original sample) into glucose which is a 
reducing sugar’.

Q4.4
Same comments as for Q4.2.

Q4.5
The majority of candidates did identify Enzyme B as being sucrase.  However, as was the case with Q4.3, in some 
cases the reasoning behind this correct answer was flawed or incorrect, suggesting that these candidates did not 
fully understand the difference between reducing and non-reducing sugars.

Q4.6
The majority of candidates answered this question correctly.
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Q4.7
Most candidates replied by saying that this was used as a control.  Full marks were given to those explaining that 
this enabled one to know the composition of the sample.

Paper 4

Q.1.1: Most candidates were capable of describing the objectives off the practical investigation concisely and 
correctly.

Q1.2: Most candidates forfeited marks in this answer, as few were capable of giving a concise, general statement 
of the method to be followed.  A number of candidates gave answers that were far too vague to score full marks.

Q1.3: Most candidates were capable of formulating a correct null hypothesis.

Q1.4: Few candidates scored full marks in this question.  Most descriptions did not elaborate on the method 
through which assessment of the rate of enzyme activity could be carried out.  A number of answers were very 
vague and uninformative, including ‘the rate of enzyme activity will be measured’ without actually specifying how. 

Q1.5: A significant number of candidates did not provide a suitable control whilst others omitted this answer 
altogether.  Most of the suggested controls that were considered incorrect consisted of tubes containing distilled 
water and nothing else.

Q1.6: Many candidates answered this general question incorrectly.  Several incorrect answers suggested that an 
experimental control is used to check that no contamination has taken place.

Q1.7: Most candidates designed an appropriate data table and scored high marks for this answer.

Q1.8: Several candidates scored very high marks for the graph provided.  Most loss of marks was due to general 
factors such as missing axis labels, inappropriate scales and missing titles.

Q1.9: Most candidates provided a correct interpretation of their results although a portion of the available score 
was sometimes lost when the candidate did not elaborate sufficiently on why that particular conclusion was drawn.

Q.10 and Q1.11:  Most candidates scored full marks in these two questions, giving precautions and sources of 
error that were plausible. When marks were lost, it was generally in the ‘sources of error’ question (Q1.11) and in 
several cases this occurred when the candidate only described a single source of error, rather than two as requested.

Chairperson

Board of Examiners

July 2011
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Part 1: Statistical Information

The distributions of grades awarded in the May 2011 session are given in Table 1.



		GRADE

		A

		B

		C

		D

		E

		F

		Abs

		Total



		Number

		84

		138

		160

		112

		77

		32

		42

		645



		% of Total

		13.02

		21.4

		24.81

		17.36

		11.94

		4.96

		6.51

		100







Paper 1



Question 1: Speciation 

1.1 A number of candidates did not quote the correct answer but erroneously referred to the typical Maltese climate or factors such as proximity to the sea or availability of water on Malta as causing the changes in the populations. Essentially, although climate may have contributed to changes, the main factor is geographical isolation and insularity.



1.2 The majority of candidates gave a correct answer. However incorrect answers such as hybridisation were also given.



1.3 Candidates often referred to allopatric speciation, alluding to the formation of a different species between Malta and Tuscany. 



1.4 The direct reference to absence of significant selective pressures appears to have been ignored in a number of cases, thus quoting predator-prey relationships, climatic factors, and natural disasters in the answers. This was the major shortcoming of a number of candidates.  On the other hand, answers such as ‘genetic drift’, ‘mutations’ and ‘hybridisation’ were also given and considered correct.



1.5 The majority of candidates argued that in larger populations, the proportion of mutations/ hybridisation is larger and therefore the population will be affected more than a smaller population. The answer is however different.  Similarly a number of candidates directly referred to large population sizes affecting the selection pressures, whereas the question referred to divergence from parent populations in the absence of any selection pressures.





Question 2:  Meiosis 

Question 2.1 was mostly answered correctly, however, a substantial portion of candidates answered Q2.2 incorrectly – an example of an incorrect answer was that this mechanism is used to avoid polyploidy. 





Question 3: Taxonomy

3.1 The answer denoting the formation of a definite ‘head end’ or ‘anterior end’ of an organism was given in the majority of cases.



3.2 Candidates often referred to:  formation of metameric segments, ii. formation of cephalothorax in arachnids. In essence this is the specialisation of body segments in animals, particularly arthropods, also including fusion of segments, into distinct body regions according to function. 

 

3.3 Although the majority of candidates gave a correct answer, a number of candidates referred to a body plan which can be divided into an infinite number of times, whereas the term ‘several’ may have been more appropriate, or else a spherical body plan.



3.4 Many candidates scored poorly in this sub-question. A number of candidates referred to bilateral symmetry or a ‘special form of radial symmetry in which organisms can be subdivided in more than one plane’. 

  

3.5 The majority of candidates gave a correct answer, although reference should have been made to multiples of five rather than simply five planes of symmetry. 

 

In questions 3.6 and 3.7, candidates often simply referred to ‘two/three body layers’. The entire definition or explanation of these terms was mostly omitted.





Question 4: The eye 

Question 4.1 was mostly answered correctly. In questions 4.2 and 4.3, candidates sometimes confused the respective roles of rods and cones. Some candidates also misinterpreted the term “sensitivity to light” to mean that the cell works better in light. In question 4.4, most candidates did not mention the presence of three different cones or pigments, but rather stated that this is the ability to see in three colours. In addition, a few candidates thought trichromacy refers to the ability to view images in 3D, and repeated this error in question 4.5. However most candidates did manage to obtain at least two out of three marks in question 4.5 (full marks were often not obtained owing to the lack of sufficient detail).  Very few candidates obtained full marks for question 4.6, due to omission of the key steps in the process. 





Question 5: The kidney

Most candidates answered question 5.1 correctly. In question 5.2, candidates very often did not give aldosterone as the correct answer – common wrong answers were adrenaline and ACTH. However the part of the table concerning ADH was mostly answered at least partially correctly, although “pituitary” was often given instead of “posterior pituitary” or “hypothalamus”.  Candidates also mostly answered question 5.3 correctly.





Question 6: Enzyme action

6.1 Candidates often referred to the range of 35oC to 45 oC, which is correct- however reference to 35oC to 55 oC is incorrect due to denaturation at temperatures higher than 45 oC.  Candidates gave the correct answer for 6.2- however some candidates referred to ‘killing’ of enzymes, which is a major error particularly at this level.  Candidates often gave a correct answer for this question. However in general the link between isozymes and extension of the environmental range was not made.





Question 7: Genetics

The vast majority of candidates did not answer question 7.1 correctly, indicating simply that DNA was the basis for heredity. Question 7.2 was however almost universally correctly answered. The quality of the answers to questions 7.3 to 7.7 varied markedly among candidates, with different candidates giving answers ranging from very detailed and correct to scant or incorrect answers. A common problem was the confusion of the terms “exon” and “intron”, and candidates sometimes confused “exon” with “axon”. Some candidates also suggested that the term “anti-codon” referred to “stop codon”.







Question 8: Uptake of water by plants

In question 8.1, reference to the increase in surface area for further absorption was made by the majority of candidates. Similarly, questions 8.2 to 8.4 were generally answered correctly.  Candidates generally described the process required by Q8.5 correctly. However, direct reference to water/solute potential and root pressure was often missing, particularly the latter process. In fact answers generally omitted the importance of root pressure as created through the active transport of mineral nutrient ions into the root xylem. In general, it appeared candidates had a good grasp of the subject but did not clearly keep to the point of the question.





Question 9: Nutrition

Question 9 was answered correctly by nearly all candidates, showing a good grasp of the subject in question. The table in question 9.1 was usually completed correctly- in some instances CCK and secretin were confused with each other.



As regards Question 9.2 the majority of candidates once again gave a correct and detailed answer. A few candidates however confused herbivores with carnivores. It therefore appears throughout the paper that basic definitions should be given more importance.

Paper 2



Section A



Question 1: comprehension exercise



Broady speaking, the first four questions of Question 1 elicited correct responses of varying degrees of accuracy. Most candidates could correctly define what an insectivore is. Equally well, most candidates knew what a ‘new strain of disease’ is. Many correctly identified a weakened immune system as the cause of higher incidences of leprosy in the elderly.  Answers  to question 1.4 were rather variable due to the way that candidates expressed themselves.   Fewer candidates gave a correct answer to question 1.5, namely that individuals suffering from leprosy may be more vulnerable to predation.  Question 1.6 indicated that most candidates still did not achieve a clear and accurate understanding of how leprosy is manifest in certain individuals and not others. Clearly, despite reading the text, some candidates still erroneously think that leprosy is purely a contagious infectious disease. Others think that it is purely inherited through strict and simple Mendelian monohybrid inheritance.  The last three questions, again elicited sufficiently adequate responses from most candidates. It is clear that some have a vague appreciation of the various genomic tools that can be used in advanced genetic research.



Section B

Once again, this section of the exam proved to be widely accessible. Throughout the years it has become common knowledge that essays requiring  ‘comparison and contrast’ or a ‘discussion’ are the most weakly answered. 



Question 2: Hormones and Enzymes (Response rate: 57%)

Typically, in such essays much emphasis is given to the description of individual parts with little importance being given to the command key words.   In the light of this many candidates answering question 2 gave meticuluosly detailed descriptions of enzymes, a scantier description of hormones, due to time constraints, with little regard being given to the ‘compare and contrast part’ which effectively was the essence of the entire essay. 



Question 3: Photosynthesis (Response rate: 77%)

Again, in essay 3 about photosynthesis, many candidates gave very detailed descriptions of the mechanism and the process of photosynthesis, while totally disregarding the title of the essay.



Question 4: Supporting tissue in plants (Response rate: 41%)

Essay 4 was perhaps the best answered essay. This involved a very straight-forward type of answer. Local candidates seem to excel at recollecting facts and detail. The most obvious limitation to this essay were the poor drawings produced by certain candidates. Although no 3–dimensional diagrams were expected, clear and well-labelled biological diagrams constitute a fundamental part of this type of essay.







Question 5: Habitats of the Maltese Islands (Response rate: 25%)

Answers to Essay 5, were very disappointing. Although a very straight-forward essay,  it was alarming to see that candidates are better at reciting abstract concepts from a book than giving a detailed description of the major vegetation types by which they are surrounded daily! Many wrote no more than  a few scant and sometimes mistaken paragraphs. Perhaps a re-evaluation of the importance of keeping biology teaching pertinent to our daily lives is in need. 



Section C

Once again, Question 6 (Response rate: 72%) and Question 7 (Response rate: 28%) elicited a number of responses of varying degrees of accuracy. Generally speaking, the majority of candidates knew the answers but were limited by the lack of detailed knowledge and the poor command of good English. Candidates choosing question 6 fared very well with an average mark of 20 being attained. Responses to question 7 were equally pleasing.

Paper 3



Question 1: Population size and diversity

Most candidates answered most of this question correctly, suggesting that they were significantly knowledgeable about the subject.  Most errors noted were only mathematical errors.



Q1.1: Most candidates answered this question successfully.  Nonetheless, some candidates did not multiply the quadrat area by the number of quadrats (10), hence resulting in an incorrect answer.



Q1.2: Most candidates showed good and correct reasoning in their answer to this question.



Q1.3: Most candidates got the correct values, but some failed to provide the correct value for D due to mathematical (summation) errors.  Another error which was noted in few answers was the misunderstanding that the Reciprocal Index of Diversity is actually 1/D rather than D, even though the formula was specified.



Q1.4: Most candidates gave the correct answer.  Most of the candidates who answered this question incorrectly gave zero as an answer, arguing that since there is only one species, no diversity is present.



Q1.5: Most candidates gave the wrong answer to this question, by calculating the relative abundance rather than the approximate population size.





Question 2: Identification of specimens

As a general note candidates gained many marks from this question and full marks were awarded to most candidates.  Incorrect answers were mainly given to Figure 1 (Scyphozoa) and 2 (Oligochaetae).  Moreover, a substantial number of candidates confused phylum with subphylum and class with subclass.  However, if the subclass or subphylum given were the correct ones, the answer was considered to be correct.





Question 3: Floral formulae

Based on the candidates’ performance, this was the most difficult question.  It was evident that a substantial number of candidates had mixed ideas on the topic, especially with regards to floral formulae and diagrams.  Some candidates did not attempt this part of the question at all.  Lack of proportionality in drawings and incorrect/incomplete labelling were also an issue.



Q3.1: Most candidates answered this question correctly, but a substantial number of candidates gave either the right form (actinomorphic) and completely the wrong reason (such as bilateral symmetry), or vice versa.  This suggested that a number of candidates either confused the definition of terms, or else were unable to determine the form of the flower provided in Figures 9 and 10. 



Q3.2: Most candidates (irrespective of their answer to Q3.1) answered this question correctly.



Q3.3: 

Floral formula

Most candidates did not manage to give the complete correct formula.  The majority of these gave the wrong symbols but the correct numbering.  The symbol for radial symmetry was either missing or else incorrect.  A number of candidates did not attempt this part of the question at all.  However a number of candidates did manage to answer this question correctly.



Floral Diagram

Most candidates attempted this question, and most of them did gain marks, even if not the full marks.  This is due to the fact that the majority of the candidates who attempted this question did manage to at least present the correct whorls, even if not in the correct order or number.  However, some candidates did not attempt this question at all, while others misunderstood the question and drew a labelled diagram instead.   



Q3.4

Most candidates did gain marks from this question but lack of proportionality and neatness, and incorrect labelling were an issue in a substantial number of cases. In this regard, the majority of candidates failed to gain the full marks in this.



Question 4: Food tests

As a general note, most candidates showed good understanding of this question and most of them were significantly knowledgeable about the food tests in question.  However, in some cases, it was evident that while some candidates knew the concepts really well they were unable to express them properly in writing.



Q4.1

The majority of candidates answered this question correctly.  However a substantial number of candidates stated that the Benedict’s Test is used to identify the presence of carbohydrates; failing to point out that this test is specifically used for reducing sugars.



Q4.2

The majority of candidates answered this question correctly, however in some cases it was quite a task to fully understand what the candidates were trying to communicate.  A number of candidates seemed to confuse enzyme identity with the components of food sample.  They were giving answers such as ‘grease-spot test was negative, indicating that the enzyme is not a lipid’ or ‘does not contain lipids’.  In such cases some marks were given for the fact that the candidates knew that ‘no translucence in filter paper’ shows a ‘negative’ result and that ‘grease-spot test’ is a test for lipids.  A few candidates misunderstood the question and replied by outlining the methods used to carry out the different tests.



Q4.3

The majority of candidates did identify Enzyme A as being amylase.  However in some cases the reasoning behind this correct answer was flawed or incorrect, suggesting that these candidates did not fully understand the difference between reducing and non-reducing sugars.  A few candidates identified Enzyme A as being maltase, and provided the incorrect reasoning that ‘maltase broke down maltose (present in the original sample) into glucose which is a reducing sugar’.



Q4.4

Same comments as for Q4.2.



Q4.5

The majority of candidates did identify Enzyme B as being sucrase.  However, as was the case with Q4.3, in some cases the reasoning behind this correct answer was flawed or incorrect, suggesting that these candidates did not fully understand the difference between reducing and non-reducing sugars.



Q4.6

The majority of candidates answered this question correctly.



Q4.7

Most candidates replied by saying that this was used as a control.  Full marks were given to those explaining that this enabled one to know the composition of the sample.

Paper 4



Q.1.1:	Most candidates were capable of describing the objectives off the practical investigation concisely and correctly.



Q1.2: 	Most candidates forfeited marks in this answer, as few were capable of giving a concise, general statement of the method to be followed.  A number of candidates gave answers that were far too vague to score full marks.



Q1.3: 	Most candidates were capable of formulating a correct null hypothesis.



Q1.4: 	Few candidates scored full marks in this question.  Most descriptions did not elaborate on the method through which assessment of the rate of enzyme activity could be carried out.  A number of answers were very vague and uninformative, including ‘the rate of enzyme activity will be measured’ without actually specifying how. 



Q1.5: 	A significant number of candidates did not provide a suitable control whilst others omitted this answer altogether.  Most of the suggested controls that were considered incorrect consisted of tubes containing distilled water and nothing else.



Q1.6: 	Many candidates answered this general question incorrectly.  Several incorrect answers suggested that an experimental control is used to check that no contamination has taken place.



Q1.7: 	Most candidates designed an appropriate data table and scored high marks for this answer.



Q1.8:	Several candidates scored very high marks for the graph provided.  Most loss of marks was due to general factors such as missing axis labels, inappropriate scales and missing titles.



Q1.9:	Most candidates provided a correct interpretation of their results although a portion of the available score was sometimes lost when the candidate did not elaborate sufficiently on why that particular conclusion was drawn.



Q.10 and Q1.11:  Most candidates scored full marks in these two questions, giving precautions and sources of error that were plausible. When marks were lost, it was generally in the ‘sources of error’ question (Q1.11) and in several cases this occurred when the candidate only described a single source of error, rather than two as requested.
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